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The Annual Anaborapi Meeting 
2010 took place at the Anaborapi 
headquarters on the 9th of 
March. This year the meeting 
has been very important becau-
se the Association celebrated the 
50th anniversary of its 
establishment, passed 
on February 1960.
Despite the very cold 
weather more than a 
thousand breeders 
attended the big event.
The day scheduled 
several appointments: 
we started with the 
Open Day to present 
the new AI sires, then 
the official celebration of the anniversary with 
the complete and detailed history and evolu-
tion of the genetic selection through the years 
and at last the lay of the foundation stone for 

the coming “Casa della 
Piemontese” (Home of 
Piemontese) the museum/info 
centre about the breed that will 
be built at Anaborapi. Two of 
the original founders received a 

prize by Anaborapi 
President Albino 
Pistone.
Anaborapi likes to 
thank all the partici-
pants and the authori-
ties that have joined 
this important celebra-
tion: half a century of 
achievements. The 
progress in selection 
and the obtained 

results have been possible only thanks to the 
passion of the bre-
eders and the pro-
fessionals that, 

through the 
years, have 
always belie-
ved in the 
potential of 
this fantastic 
Breed.

ANABORAPI celebrates 50 years
The Italian Association of the Piemontese Cattle Breeders reaches half a century!

President Pistone gives prizes to the founders

ANABORAPI
1960 - 2010
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The Breed and the Herdbook
During 2009, getting close to the 50 years anni-
versary of Anaborapi, not any slowing down in 
the increasing of the Herdbook is recorded. Over 
250.000 heads are registered spread in 4.000 
farms. The number of cows increased about 6% 

The average farm size stays similar than last 
year: 30 cows/farm.
The Piemontese Herdbook keeps its second 
position in all the Italian cattle Herdbook and 
it’s the first one in the beef breeds.

Anaborapi Data Base
At the end of 2009 the Anaborapi archive got 
nearly 1.700.000 animals due to the high 
number in the last last registrations (53.000 
male calves and 50.000 female calves plus 
10.000 adults).

Through the analysis of each single animals 
parentage the Anaborapi professionals calcula-
ted the average number of known generations 
for the animals registered in the Herdbook. 
The calculus has been done considering sepa-
rately paternal and maternal line (1 depth 
generation for each complete generation) and 
has turned out, as average value, 5 generation/

animal. Just a low amount of animals, 19%, 
don’t have parents or have a low amount of 
ancestors: these are the animals just registered 
in the Herdbook and the first generations of 
their descendents. One third of the Anaborapi 
animals has a pedigree with 3 up to 5 genera-
tions, while nearly half of the total animals has 
a pedigree with 6 or more known generations. 
This is definetely a point of strenght reflecting 
on the solidity of the Anaborapi data base and 
ensures great reliability in the results of the 
genetical elaborations.
 

compared to 2008 getting close to 118.000, at 
the end of 2009 and going beyond at the begin-
ning of 2010. No stop for the spreading of the 
breed in Italy. Every month Anaborapi welcomes 
and registers in the Herdbook new farms in pro-
vinces even far away from the original area.

Statistical data ANABORAPI 2009

Herd Book – Trend in the last 10 years

Cows registered in the Herdbooks

Breed No of cows Cows /farm

Holstein-Frisien 1.103.453 83

Piemontese 117.953 29

Brown 104.333 14

Simmenthal 54.712 11

Marchigiana 24.340 10

Chianina 22.252 14

Valdostana 16.345 10

Podolica 15.397 25

Year Provinces Farms Bulls Cows Heifers Young 
cattle

Total

2000 21 2.104 946 53.161 7.272 56.048 117.427

2001 25 2.260 1.017 60.398 7.489 61.289 130.193

2002 26 2.656 1.107 71.083 10.275 77.385 159.850

2003 25 3.033 1.267 82.281 11.116 94.042 188.706

2004 24 3.097 1.355 86.472 11.143 95.704 194.674

2005 27 3.234 1.429 91.331 11.402 97.813 201.975

2006 26 3.294 1.513 96.328 11.463 101.093 210.397

2007 31 3.431 1.732 103.292 12.591 111.506 229.121

2008 31 3.649 1.820 110.459 12.495 121.149 245.923

2009 36 4.002 1.977 117.953 13.326 124.344 257.600

01/04/2010 41 4.070 2.024 119.668 13.713 126.763 262.168

0-2
generations

3-5
generations

More than
 5 generations

19% 32% 49%

Number of known generations of the pedigree
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Services for the breeders
One of the most efficient tool 
for the breeders member of 
the Italian Herd book is the 
modern Web Service of 
Inquiry data set up by 
Anaborapi through years of 
skilled work. This is a very 
important service to use at 
best all the information 
gathered in the data base.
At the moment different areas 
are available and 450 users 
are registered

In 2009 the new system of 
choosing the calves for the 
test station has been set: the 
system includes as a parame-
ter not only the genetic value 
of the calves but also their 
parentage giving priority to 
maternal lines not so much in 
parentage with the paternal 
lines.
All this caused a decrease of 
the average parentage in the 
calves at the Test Station 
without any influence on the 
pedigree index. The efficient 
plan of “programmed 
matings”  (50% of the calves 
at the Test Station come from 

this plan) optimised the use 
of fathers of sire on cows 
having a scarce parentage 
with them. Several calves are 
sons of young sires that just 
ended the “Progeny test”. 

Progeny Test
Farms using progeny test sires 
nearly doubled: less than 500 
in 2000 getting to 971 in 
2009. In these farms young 
sires inseminations are 17.5% 
of the total pregnancies. Now 
about 25% of the farms regi-
stered in the HerdBook inse-
minate also with young sires 
in progeny test.

Anaborapi Web private area

Anaborapi services

Calves at the Test Station 2005-2009

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Entered 208 215 213 213 211

Tested 210 208 215 213 213

Given back to the breeders 
before end of test

38 32 34 34 27

Selected for A.I. 33 47 32 43 41

Tested for natural service 129 120 134 125 135

Fattened 10 9 15 11 10

Papers

- Monthly Chart

- Summing up Chart

- Genetic Chart

- Buta Bin

Internet

- Animals’ list (pedigree, 
events,  genetic indices)

- List of attention (calvings 
and inseminations forwarded, 
factory bulls)

- Inbreeding chart

- Analysis of the recent 
matings

- Analisys of fertility

- Analysis of calving ease

- Genetic farm trend

- Inbreeding farm trend

Informatics Services

- program of Piemontese 
Farm Management

Users n.

Breeders 200

Commercials 80

Institutional
operators

110

Test Station

Inseminations with sires in progeny test

Year

n
° 

in
se

m
/s

ir
e
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A.I. Station
In 2009 the 64 sires at the A.I. 
Station produced over 
508.000 straws, about the 
double of the production in 
the first years of activity. This 
is due to the technical innova-
tions and to an increasing 
efficiency of the Centre.
Visual Appraise
(Morphological  Evaluations)
Starting 1st January 2009 
Anaborapi experts started to 

use the new chart for the visual 
appraise (mod 6). In particular 
the new chart is an output of 
the team work between the 
Beed experts and the Padua 
University. The farms visited 
in the last scoring campaign 
were 3.300 (+ 30% than 2008) 
and the cows evaluated 27.200 
(+ 38% than 2008). The Breed 
experts evaluated, of course,  
also the young bulls for natu-
ral service.

Semen shipped abroad in 2009
(Data Semenzoo and Anaborapi)

Destination
N° 

Straws

Poland 5000

Colombia 3670

Albania 3000

Uruguay 2000

Switzerland 1968

Holland +
Danmark

928

United States 780

United Kingdom +
Ireland

370

Canada 360

Germany +
Austria

358

Egypt 330

Czech Republic 330

Other 501

TOTAL 19595

Distribution of the cows score
co

w
s

score

of the Piemontese cattle breed

P r o g r a m :

Saturday 6th

evaluation junior males and heifers
evaluation of the cows
evaluation of the bulls

Sunday 7th

proclamation of the champions
and prize-giving

junior trainer competition
photo contest

closing of the show

Piemontese foreign breeders
are welcome
to visit Anaborapi
headquarters and farms
on Monday 8th November

For appointments, please, contact:
Fabia Pacher at info@anaborapi.it - ph. +39 0173 750791
For accomodation, tourist tour in the area and in Italy, please contact:
Mrs Anna Dardanello at info@terrediemozioni.com • ph. +39 335 6394910

MIAC, Fraz. Ronchi,
CUNEO • ITALY

313131313131313131313131313131313131313131stststststststststststststststststststststststststststststststststststststststststststststststst

666ththth---777th th th novembernovembernovember 201020102010

NATIONAL SHOW
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The new facility has been 
built between the Test Station 
and the AI Station at 
Anaborapi/Carrù. It’s com-
pletely isolated from the other 
sheds both physically and functio-
nally. Setting up this new shed 
was necessary because the han-
dling of the sires to the AI station 
has to be in conformity with the 
new European Communitarian 
regulations about trading cattle 
semen inside and outside the 
European Community.
In the shed there are 12 single 
boxes for the sires that ended the 
performance test at the Test Station 
and are due to start the semen 
production at the AI Station. The 
bulls will stay here for a month 
and they’ll be tested in order to 
make possible the export in almost 
all the Countries of the world.
During their stay in this shed the 

sires will also be trained for the semen 
collecting and the semen will be checked. 
After a month and, of course, after the 
permission of the official veterinaries the 
sires will be transferred in the AI Station 
where they’ll start the semen production.
To get this acknowledgment we had to do 
some important changing: all the ope-
nings have been protected by metal nets 
with very fine meshes (1 mm) to avoid the 
entrance of the insects, a strict protocol 
has been set for the periodical treatment 
with special insecticide inside and outside 
the shed and the personnel has to use spe-
cific rules to move and feed the animals.
A supervising control has already been 
successfully made by the Official Veterinary 
Department of the Piemonte Region.

A new quaranteen shed at the A.I. Station in Carrù
Alberto Benatti

Anaborapi Veterinary The quaranteen shed
at the A.I. station

Protection nets for the insects
at windows and doors
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One of the most coveted 
project for our breeders 
Ameglio Brothers at Altavilla 
Monferrato (Alessandria), 
has come true in coopera-
tion with Alessandria 
Breeders Association, the 
Official Sanitary Service, the 
dairy Institute and the 
Alessandria Farmers Union 
with its brand “Farm pro-
ducts”. The aim is to find a 
practical solution to improve 
the incomes of breeding in 
such a difficult moment.
Gian Piero Ameglio is surely 
a brave breeder and daring 
several burocratic obstacles 
succeded in this ambi-
tious project.

Now the Piemontese meat 
can be sold also through the 
dispenser, same as fresh milk, 
drinks or snaks. There are 
several advantages: 
1 Sale of high quality beef at 

a convenient price for the 
consumer.

2 Availability of different 
retails cuts

3 Service available for all 
day long included holi-

days.

The products at 
the moment are 
vacuum-packed 
but in the future 
they probably will 
be packed in con-
trolled atmosphe-
re.

NOt ONly mIlk!
Also our great beef sold at the automatic dispenser

Fulvio Sala
Director Alessandria
province Breeders 

Association
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My PiemonteseMy PiemonteseMy Piemontese
P H O T O G R A P H I C  C O N T E S T

My PiemonteseMy Piemontese1010101010My PiemonteseMy Piemontese
P H O T O G R A P H I C  C O N T E S TP H O T O G R A P H I C  C O N T E S T

My Piemontese101010th101010My PiemonteseMy PiemonteseMy Piemontese10101010101010thththth10th10th

Please, send your pictures (animals on pastures, funny situation, close-up, etc..) to:
ANABORAPI - str. Trinità 32 - 12061 Carrù (CN) Italy

Deadline: 22nd of October 2010
Please enclose this form to your pictures.

• PARTICIPATION CARD • 

NAME ........................................................FAMILY NAME...........................................................

STREET .....................................................TOWN ....................................................................

POST CODE ................................................STATE ....................................................................

PHONE/FAX ................................................E-MAIL  ..................................................................

• TITLES OF THE PICTURES •

 1) .........................................................................................................................................

 2) .........................................................................................................................................

 3) .........................................................................................................................................

PARTICIPATION STATEMENT:
I declare to accept the rules of the contest and to be the owner of all the author rights of the pictures

according to the national rules. Nobody else has any right on these pictures

 SIGNATURE ...................................................

 - str. Trinità 32 - 12061 Carrù (CN) Italy

iemontese breeders in the 
world are invited to parti-
cipate to the PHOTO CON-

TEST about our favourite breed. 
The best pictures will be prized 
and shown on ANABORAPI MAGA-
ZINE, website and displayed during 
the 31st National Show of the Pie-
montese breed in Cuneo (6th and 
7th of November 2010).

P
My PiemonteseMy PiemonteseMy PiemonteseMy PiemonteseMy Piemontese

Hanne Valentino Kurt
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Proven sires: January-June 2010
Andrea Albera - Technical Office

Oppio is the second son of Lotus ending positively the progeny test. He has good traits both for meat 
and for breeding. He can give good conformation and growing specially regarding the birth ease of his 
offsprings; he is not a sire for heifers but he can be used on second calving cows without problems. 
Oppio’s daughters can definetely be reared for breeding as they’ll calve easily. To avoid inbreeding pro-
blems don’t use  Oppio on the daughters of Umayor, Pasarot, Bingo, Luis and Faraone.

Norton is a typical sire for heifers, projected since the mating of his parents to give a very high birth 
ease. Actually, his father Fred and his maternal grandfather Cof have been sires widely used on heifers. 
Norton gives good growing rates probably due to the influence of Fred, while the conformation of his 
offspring is just correct. As usual sires with a very high birth ease don’t give many expectations about 
calving therefore a lot of care is required in breeding his daughters Norton shouldn’t be used on the 
daughters of Migliore, Nelson, Mitico, Ivan , Mambo, Nobile, Ibisco, Grifone, Laser, Ibrido, Manager 
and the other Zaino’s sons.

Otello is a cross between two excellent and well matched blood lines for breeding: on one side Luki, 
(descending from Globo, among Zaino’s sons he gave the best cows) and on the other side the well 
known Brasil. Bull with very big size Otello is the best mix of his ancestors qualities: very good calving 
ease from Brasil, but with a definitely improved birth ease. Of course Otello shouldn’t be used on heifers 
and still requires some care on the second calving cows, no problems on adult cows. Very good produc-
tive traits both in growing and conformation make him a double line sire more trended on breeding. 
Avoid matings with the daughters of Mondo, Sorriso, Ramon, Quincy, Lupin, Idolo e Falcao.

IT004990464299
boRn 07.06.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 121
Meat 121
Muscularity 111
Growing 111
birth ease 114
Calving ease 111
Size 113
Correctness 108

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 93 518 1.31 122 148 192

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father LoTUS (AI) 126 125 112 113
mother GoZZILLA 109 104 100 115

Pat. grandfather UMAYoR (AI)
Mat. grandfather VASCo (AI)

OPPIO
breeder: Tallone Valter - busca (Cn)

IT001990196574
boRn 10.08.2006

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 115
Meat 123
Muscularity 102
Growing 112
birth ease 126
Calving ease 102
Size 112
Correctness 111

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 82 455 1.34 123 143 182

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father FRED (AI) 121 129 126 103
mother LAGUnA 111 117 121 103

Pat. grandfather ZAIno (AI)
Mat. grandfather CoF (AI)

NORtON
breeder: Sussetto Lidia - Chivasso (To)

IT004990454115
boRn 19.05.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 129
Meat 121
Muscularity 116
Growing 124
birth ease 100
Calving ease 120
Size 118
Correctness 108

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 85 551 1.54 122 152 194

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father LUKI (AI) 129 122 103 122
mother DEDRA 113 100 85 122

Pat. grandfather GLobo (AI)
Mat. grandfather bRASIL (AI)

OtEllO
breeder: Sadonio Imerio - busca (Cn)
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Ottimo is a very good combination between Lancio line, with good conformation and birth ease and 
Delano line more oriented on growing. The size and growing improving, compared to Lancio, causes a 
slight decrease in birth ease. Ottimo gives light calves at birth but still is not recommended to be used 
on heifers better use him on second calving cows. Ottimo has interesting traits also for breeding and his 
daughters should calve easily. Not to be used on daughters of Golfo, Libero, Lido, Morrison, Nilo and 
on the daughters of Israele, Liverpul, Mario and the other Delano’s sons.

Ovest is again a bull for heifers with beef traits; his father Idillio and his maternal grandfather Elisir have 
been successful meat line bulls. Compared to them Ovest gives even higher birth ease so he is more 
suitable for heifers. Conformation and growing are good so Ovest is recommended to produce early 
maturing medium-light bulls with excellent muscularity. His daughters’ calving ease will be under the 
average so it’s better not to breed them. To avoid inbreeding Ovest shouldn’t be mated with the dau-
ghters of Vialli, Minosse, Merlino, Magico and Narciso and with the daughters of Fred, Inno, Italo, Ippo 
and the other sons of Zaino.

Obelix is the first of the 3 Indice’s sons in this issue, the other are Obice and Oxford: they all show 
similar traits. Obelix is a medium small size bull who gives to the progeny excellent meat conformation 
and finess while the growing rates are moderate. His offspring born very well and he can be used on 
heifers. His traits are mainly for beef so we can’t expect from his daughters a big conformation nor great 
maternal attitude: still the influence of the maternal grandfather Zaino could turn up improving the 
calving ease. Anyway we don’t recommend to use widely this sire for the replacement. Avoid matings 
with the descendent of Zaino (daughters of Fred, Inno, Italo, Ippo etc.), on the daughters of Mediano, 
Max, Genepì, Icaro, Iride and Ragun.

IT004990399187
boRn 04.03.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 121
Meat 124
Muscularity 111
Growing 117
birth ease 117
Calving ease 106
Size 118
Correctness 108

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 83 490 1.29 123 155 184

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father LAnCIo (AI) 126 130 119 107
mother MILVA 112 113 110 107

Pat. grandfather DELTA (AI)
Mat. grandfather DELAno (AI)

OttImO
breeder: Vighetti Ezio - Cavallermaggiore (Cn)

IT004990450013
boRn 04.07.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 119
Meat 129
Muscularity 115
Growing 116
birth ease 125
Calving ease 95
Size 113
Correctness 102

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 94 474 1.45 118 145 186

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father IDILLIo (AI) 114 117 112 105
mother MoRA 107 116 117 92

Pat. grandfather ZAIno (AI)
Mat. grandfather ELISIR (AI)

OVESt
breeder: bersezio Giovanni - Cuneo (Cn)

IT004990334111
boRn 26.02.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 117
Meat 125
Muscularity 122
Growing 104
birth ease 121
Calving ease 96
Size 101
Correctness 101

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 98 491 1.26 121 150 189

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father InDICE (AI) 110 120 121 90
mother FoRZA 112 113 109 106

Pat. grandfather TURbo (AI)
Mat. grandfather ZAIno (AI)

OBElIX
breeder: borello Marco - Margarita (Cn)
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Obice is also a son of Indice, but here we have Panter as maternal grandfather, a sire less conformated 
than Zaino. Actually Obice gives good muscularity, slightly inferior than Obelix, but with a better cal-
ving traits of the daughters. The birth ease of his offspring is high and even in this case the sire is reco-
omended for heifers while the growing are not the point of strenght of any sire in the Indice’s line. Obice 
is a bull for beef that gives light bulls for factory, conformated and with fine bones.
Obice shouldn’t be used on the daughters of Max, Mediano, Genepì, Icaro, Iride and Ragun. 

IT004990400449
boRn 06.05.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 114
Meat 121
Muscularity 111
Growing 100
birth ease 122
Calving ease 100
Size 98
Correctness 111

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 110 517 1.29 122 150 194

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father InDICE (AI) 110 120 121 90
mother InTA 111 110 109 114

Pat. grandfather TURbo (AI)
Mat. grandfather PAnTER (AI)

OBICE
breeder: bernello bartolomeo e Alfio- Mondovì (Cn)

Oceano has Zaino as maternal grandfather and is a medium size bull with a good balance between pro-
duction and calvings. He reminds quite well Occitano, another Lotus son. Growing and muscularity of 
Oceano are quite good even not at the top, but his birth ease is very high so he’s highly reccomended 
for heifers. Compared to the sires from Indice shown before the daughters of Oceano should have a 
better calving ease and it might be possible to breed them for the replacement. This makes Oceano a 
double line bull. Not to be mated with the female from the line of Zaino (daughters of Fred, Ibrido, 
Idillio etc.), the daughters of Umayor, Bingo and Luis.

IT004990376405
boRn 19.04.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 122
Meat 129
Muscularity 111
Growing 108
birth ease 130
Calving ease 108
Size 105
Correctness 108

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 100 493 1.28 118 146 186

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father LoTUS (AI) 126 125 112 113
mother DAMA 120 123 122 113

Pat. grandfather UMAYoR (AI)
Mat. grandfather ZAIno (AI)

OCEANO
breeder: Chiavassa Giuseppe - Genola (Cn)

Oracolo is a sire definetely for breeding. His pedigree, Israele x Brasil, shows clearly his attitude and 
potential to give good cows. Oracolo keeps his promises: medium-big size, top growing and good 
muscularity are a good balance between his paternal and maternal line. Of course Oracolo is a sire that 
requires more care about birth ease, but still the index is 97 so no problems when used on adult cows. 
His daughters will probably be very good cows and his sons can be well fattened with good conformation 
en if not so early maturing. Oracolo shouldn’t be used on the descendent of Delano, on the daughters 
of Umayor, Lupin, Idolo, Falcao and Tyson.

IT004990344302
boRn 26.07.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 123
Meat 115
Muscularity 114
Growing 116
birth ease 97
Calving ease 118
Size 113
Correctness 108

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 103 483 1.42 119 151 186

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father ISRAELE (AI) 123 118 102 114
mother FESTA 116 101 83 126

Pat. grandfather DELAno (AI)
Mat. grandfather bRASIL (AI)

ORACOlO
breeder: bonelli Irma - Roccadebaldi (Cn)
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Oxford is again a sire from Indice’s line but with Enzo as maternal grandfather. Even in this case the 
pedigree is clear: Oxford comes from two sires’ line well appreciated as sires for heifers and he keeps his 
promises with a record birth ease. His offspring are small at birth, with limited growing, but with fine 
bones and good conformation. Same as the other sons of Indice, Oxford is good to produce light and 
early maturing bulls for factory, but he is not the right bull to produce heifers for the replacement. Not 
to be mated with the daughters of Max, Mediano, Genepì, Icaro, Iride, Billy, Ragun and Maicol.

Orgoglio is definitely a big size bull. Among the offspring of Lotus proven at the progeny test he is, 
together with Oslo, the one more powerful and with an high production potential. Orgoglio gives 
excellent growing and meat conformation. He is a sire for getting heavy and well conformated factory 
bulls. Despite his sizes his birth ease is good, so he doesn’t require much care in the matings even if he 
can’t be used on heifers. His daughters should become good cows thanks also to the influence of his 
paternal grandfather Est. Avoid matings with Occitano, Oceano, Oppio, Oslo, Bingo, Luis and the 
daughters of Zaino.

IT004990452740
boRn 21.05.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 114
Meat 126
Muscularity 110
Growing 103
birth ease 130
Calving ease 94
Size 97
Correctness 111

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 67 449 1.23 117 135 181

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father InDICE (AI) 110 120 121 90
mother MEnTA 113 118 120 104

Pat. grandfather TURbo (AI)
Mat. grandfather EnZo (AI)

OXFORD
breeder: Rosso Tiziano - busca (Cn)

IT004990409900
boRn 17.09.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 126
Meat 132
Muscularity 114
Growing 124
birth ease 126
Calving ease 105
Size 121
Correctness 108

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 98 555 1.54 123 150 198

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father LoTUS (AI) 126 125 112 113
mother ISTRIA 115 115 111 109

Pat. grandfather UMAYoR (AI)
Mat. grandfather EST (AI)

ORGOGlIO
breeder: Qualità beef di Serra Fratelli - Caraglio (Cn)

Oslo is definetely a strong bull with big size. He gives excellent growing with an appreciable meat con-
formation. Despite his production traits Oslo won’t give problems at the birth of his offsprings that will 
born well. He can be used on good second calving cows. Calving ease of his daughters should be slight-
ly better than the average. Oslo is a double line sire good to produce excellent factory bulls but also 
females for the replacement. Baggio in his pedigree lets wide possbilities to use him on different blood 
lines: just avoid the daughters of Bingo, Luis, Umayor and Turbo.

IT004990455915
boRn 23.09.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 122
Meat 124
Muscularity 111
Growing 128
birth ease 113
Calving ease 105
Size 125
Correctness 108

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 77 550 1.63 123 154 194

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father LoTUS (AI) 126 125 112 113
mother FIGA 105 105 103 102

Pat. grandfather UMAYoR (AI)
Mat. grandfather bAGGIo (AI)

OSlO
breeder: Società Agricola S. Antonio - Racconigi (Cn)
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I M P O RTA N T  I N F O
ABOUT SEMEN PURCHASING!

In order to support a better availability of the Piemontese semen abroad and in order to 
supply a more rapid and efficient service, Anaborapi and Semenzoo have started a direct 
cooperation. At this purpose a new page on the Semenzoo website (www.semen-
zoo.it) has been set: simply click on Sires and then Piemontese.
In this page the breeders can find the pictures and the detailed information about the sires 
with semen available. Due to the selection, to the genetic improvement scheme and also to 
keep low the inbreeding, every sire has a limited amount of straws. Of course, depending on 
the demand, the semen of the most required bulls could be over in a relatively short time.
- For information about sires and genetics, please, contact Fabia Pacher or Ugo Vaccaneo 
at info@anaborapi.it
- For information about prices or to place orders, please, contact Semenzoo director
Andrea Battistotti at andrea@semenzoo.it

Ostu is the third of Limbo’s offspring to end the progeny test. He is very big size bull and combines 
excellent growing rates and muscularity. Ostu is a very powerful sire with huge sizes and will give top 
production traits to his progeny. Despite his sizes Ostu generates calves that will born with no problem 
and can be used even on good cows at second calving. The calving of his daughters should be slightly 
over the average so they can be reared for the replacement. Finally a sire suitable for getting factory 
animals, but also heifers for breeding. We don’t recommend the matings with the daughters of Israele, 
Liverpul, Lippi and the other Delano’s sons, with the daughters of Vasco, Tacco and Curnaias.

IT004990475131
boRn 02.11.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 126
Meat 129
Muscularity 124
Growing 124
birth ease 115
Calving ease 103
Size 126
Correctness 101

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 109 613 1.69 130 154 206

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father LIMbo (AI) 124 125 107 104
mother LUnA 112 111 105 109

Pat. grandfather DELAno (AI)
Mat. grandfather FUnGo (AI)

OStU
breeder: Riberi osvaldo - Fossano (Cn)

Also Orto is a sire for production: he has a medium-big size. A cross between Zaino and Fenomeno and 
assures excellent meat performances. His main traits are: very high conformation and good growing. The 
offspring of Orto born without problems but he has to be used only on third calving cows. His dau-
ghters won’t have a very high calving ease so it’s better not to breed them; beside he’ll give excellent 
factory heifers, heavy and muscled. Orto shouldn’t be used on the descendent of Zaino, the daughters 
of Ibrido, Fred and Laser, on the daughters of Domino, Vasco, Tyson and Quebek.

IT004990464309
boRn 11.08.2007

GENETIC VALUE

breeding 122
Meat 123
Muscularity 124
Growing 116
birth ease 109
Calving ease 104
Size 112
Correctness 101

Performance Test - fenotipic data
 weight beginn. weight end daily gain withers height trunk lenght chest girth
 66 476 1.44 115 147 191

 Pedigree Parents indices
 breeding meat birth calving
father ITALo (AI) 119 125 120 100
mother MALIVA 113 111 102 104

Pat. grandfather ZAIno (AI)
Mat. grandfather FEnoMEno (AI)

ORtO
breeder: Tallone Valter - busca (Cn)


